We consider heat transfer problem in a composite ceramic featuring a thin nonlinear interphase layer with distinctively different characteristics (high thermal conductivity, apart from the mentioned physical size). The presence of an interphase may be problematic for the classical FEM approach in terms of technical implementation, accuracy and stability of the results. We avoid the potential issues by replacing the interphase in the model with a zero thickness imperfect nonlinear interface with two transmission conditions. These conditions are carefully derived using asymptotic analysis and aim at preserving the physical properties of the original interphase layer now absent in the model, thus ensuring an accurate solution. Numerical examples with particular attention to various physical and geometrical aspects illustrate the validity of the described approach.
Introduction
Composite materials are characterised by enhanced physical properties due to their structure [11, 27, 14, 15, 16, 33, 13] . These account for the widespread use composites have gained in the past decades in every possible area of application, from energy production [1, 6 ] to civil construction [29, 35] to electronics [41] to automotive, aeronautic and aerospace engineering [37, 40] . Many of these areas of technology are particularly conscious of safety-related issues, which makes accuracy a primary target while creating models of the composites in use. Unfortunately, the straightforward use of the classical finite element approach to modelling materials with small structural features, such as thin layers called interphases, often leads to undesired results, such as unrealistic and inaccurate solutions or numerical instability [32, 26, 30, 31, 28] . This explains the need to introduce alternative ways to model such composites.
Depending on the priorities, there are several directions to take. For example, one may attempt to give a new formulation of the finite elements, as was done for the problem of heat transfer in a composite with a thin conductive interphase in [32] . This resulted in reducing the degrees of freedom and achieving faster construction of mesh and computation in comparison with the classical approach. Yet a limitation of this method was that it was not possible to have a detailed solution within the interphase region.
Another way is to simplify the structure, i.e. to replace the thin layer in the model with an object of zero thickness. For instance, Lebon and Rizzoni do so by means of a two-level model with a perfect contact interface at the first level and imperfect interface at the second one [20, 21, 36, 37] . More commonly, however, the interphase layer is represented in the model as an imperfect interface with a set of transmission conditions that simulate the physical behaviour of the original interphase [4, 5, 24, 22, 23, 26, 42] . Having developed this method for low-conductive curvilinear layers in [2, 3] , we moved on to apply a similar approach for the situation when the interphase is, contrarily, highly conductive [39] . Such a setting is similar to considering composites with stiff interphases [10, 25] . The case of a highly conductive interphasial layer can be encountered, for example, in metal reinforced ceramics that have been the object of a variety of studies regarding their thermal conductivity, increased toughness and other physical parameters and processes as well as the methods of obtaining such materials [9, 18, 19, 34, 38] .
It is worth mentioning that interfacial energy is often introduced within the models with zero-thickness interface [7, 8, 12, 17] . These works show the significant influence of the structure of the interface, and, particularly, the way it may affect wave propagation, including surface waves.
In the next section of this paper we formulate the considered problem and obtain the transmission conditions that we intend for use. Section3 in its turn provides the numerical examples to support our analytical results. The final section collects the drawn conclusions and the scope set for future work.
Problem formulation and the derivation of transmission conditions
We are considering heat transfer in a cylindrical composite with a thin highly conductive interphase of a shape close to a ring. To be precise, the boundaries are smooth closed curves of small curvature, while the centre line in a circle r 0 (ϕ) = r 0 .
Initially we are trying to solve the heat transfer equation with conditions of perfect contact with the interphase:
Fourier's law for defining the heat flux is q = −k(T )∇T . After switching to polar coordinates (see 1, 2) , the boundary value problem is transformed into 1 r ∂ ∂r
For deriving the transmission conditions in this case, we follow our approach [3, 2] of rescaling the interphase by means of rescaling its width:
whereh becomes proportional to the sizes of the adjacent layers. At the same time, we rescale the heat source and the thermal conductivity of the interphase material
This makes the interphase characteristics comparable in value with the other parameters.
Throughout this procedure, we introduce the new coordinate
and the normal vectors to the boundaries are, therefore,
where the constant centre line, i.e. r ′ 0 = 0, has been taken into account. We also redefine the temperature as a function of the new variable,
and, as follows from (7) and (9),
The described transformations bring (24 1 ) to the view
Here and henceforth, for the sake of brevity, we are omitting the arguments of the functions, bearing, however, in mind that in realityh,k, Q are all, generally speaking, non-constant.
While the form of the first condition (4 2 ) is obvious also in the new terms, the second one (4 3 ) transforms into
We now look for a solution to this boundary value problem in the asymptotic form
We shall also make use of the expansion of the normal vector
where
and of the coefficients
Now let us substitute the asymptotic expansions into the boundary value problem. The governing equation will at this step be represented as a series of equations grouped by the powers of ε:
∂ ∂ξ
We note that upon substitution of the normal vector expansion,
Therefore, we get in the leading terms the following boundary value problem ∂ ∂ξ
It can be easily noticed from k
e. in the leading terms the temperature is constant with respect to the coordinate ξ. At the same time, (23 2 ) is already sufficient to be used as the first transmission condition. The further analysis we are conducting to obtain just the second transmission condition.
In terms of T 1 , the boundary value problem is identical to (23) , which brings us to the analogous conclusion that T 1 (ξ, ϕ, t) = T 1 (ϕ, t), or, again, there is no dependence on ξ.
We now consider the boundary value problem in terms of T 2 , bringing (21) and (22) to a simpler view
Integrating (24 1 ) over (−1/2, ξ) while introducing auxiliary functions
leads to
The first condition (23 2 ) makes it possible to treat T 0 as known. Thus, substituting ξ = 1 2 into (27), we can write the transmission conditions in the 6 final form
In case the thermal conductivity and the heat source are functions of the temperature only ( k = k(T ), Q = Q(T )), the second transmission condition can be simplified to the following explicit form
Numerical results

Physical parameters
The geometry of all the following examples is in principle the same: the composite material is a cylinder with the centre at the origin, bounded byr on the inside and R = 3r on the outside, while the interphase is described by the curves
Here, h is the average interphase width and r 0 is the centre line (constant). Parameter n accounts for the boundary curvature. Particularly, the case of n = 0 coincides with the circular interphase, while the values n > 0 of the parameter define boundaries of almost circular interphases (the greater n, the greater the curvature). The cases of n = 1, n = 5, n = 10 will be described as numerical examples. For the calculations, the value of the normalised inner radiusr is taken to be 0.5.
The temperatures at the boundaries of the composite were assumed to bê T = 300K at the inside (r) and T 0 = 295K at the outside (R). The thermal conductivities of all three layers were considered constant, k = 23700W/mK within the interphase and k − = k + = 237W/mK in the surrounding media ([3, 26] . For the cases when the heat source does not directly depend on the angle ϕ, it was defined as Q = Q 0 (T + β) with Q 0 = 100 and β = 50K.
Circular interphase examples 3.2.1. Exact solution: constructing the benchmark example
In the first example, which we shall further on use as a benchmark, the interphase is a perfect circular ring, and in such a situation it is possible to find an explicit exact solution as to a one-dimensional problem. Here, the heat source depends only on the temperature and has no direct relation to the spatial coordinates. The result of such consideration is shown in Fig.1a-1d , which present three solutions: the exact analytic solution, the exact solution to the simplified problem, i.e. the one with the transmission conditions replacing the interphase, and the numerical solution obtained via COMSOL. The second one was obtained in two slightly different ways: using r + , r − or r 0 instead of both as boundary values. As one can see, the first way gave a slightly more precise approximation of the situation in the interphase region.
In Table. 1 the numerical values of the errors are collected. Here, T is the solution to the simplified (imperfect interface) formulation of the problem,q is the heat flux evaluated from it via Fourier's law, and T c , q c are the values of temperature and heat flux computed in COMSOL. Table 1 : Errors of the solution to the simplified formulation of the problem (with imperfect interface) and of the COMSOL solution at the outer and inner boundaries of the interphase region in the original formulation.
Verification of transmission conditions for the circular interphase
In order to have a benchmark for reference while considering the cases of more complicated geometries, the accuracy of the transmission conditions was also directly verified by substituting into them the values of the solution at boundaries and evaluating the error between the two sides of thus obtained equations.
Specifically, the errors of the first and the second conditions respectively are evaluated as where LHS 1 , RHS 1 are, naturally, just the values of the temperature solution, while
One may expect from the mere form of the transmission conditions that the first one would have a better accuracy over the second, as indeed show the numerical results collected in Table. 26.92 0.039 Table 2 : Errors of the transmission conditions, verified by substituting into them the exact solution and the COMSOL numerical solution
Physical parameters along the boundaries of the interphase
The final step of the analysis consists of comparing the different solutions (both T and q) along the boundaries of the interphase. Naturally, the exact analytical solution and the analytical solution to the problem with the transmission conditions are both constant, since the problem is axisymmetric in both formulations and was solved as a one-dimensional one. The COM-SOL solution, on the other hand, may vary along the boundaries due to the nature of the finite element structure, and thus such comparison makes perfect sense. Besides, it provides another useful method of verifying the transmission conditions which can be applied for the forthcoming cases in which obtaining the exact analytical solution proved an impossible task. We substituted the values of the COMSOL solution along a boundary into the transmission conditions, evaluated from the resulting equations the values at the other boundary and compared those to the actual values of COMSOL solution along that boundary.
Such comparison is plotted in Fig.2a-2d , where the constant solutions are represented as lines (solid blue for the original and dashed orange for the simplified formulation), while the different sets of markers stand for the COMSOL data and the values evaluated through substituting the COMSOL data into the transmission conditions. Table3 shows the errors for temperature and heat flux for all the three: the solution to the problem with the transmission conditions, the COMSOL solution and the values obtained by substituting COMSOL data into the transmission condition. One can see that the latter have approximately the same accuracy as the transmission conditions themselves (see again Table. 2). The COMSOL solution for this case has smaller errors than the solution to the problem with transmission conditions, but we should note that the latter would lead to more accurate results for yet thinner interphases, whereas the FEM model would crash at some point (as it did for this particular example 
Case of heat source varying with the angle ϕ
We have checked whether having a heat source that depends on the angle coordinate would impair the precision of the transmission conditions. Two cases were taken into consideration: that of the heat source being dependent solely on the angle ϕ and that of the heat source described as a function of both ϕ-coordinate and temperature T . For the numerical examples described here, we took Q(ϕ) = 500(300 sin(ϕ) + 300 cos(ϕ) + 50) for the first case and Q(ϕ, T ) = 500(T sin(ϕ) + T cos(ϕ) + 50) for the second one. Naturally, this problem can no longer be reduced to one dimension to be solved analytically, and therefore we used the previously described methods of indirect accuracy verification. Namely, we substituted the values of the COMSOL solution into the transmission conditions and evaluated the errors of between the right and left hand sides of the equations, as described in (32) (33) . Table. 4 gives the numerical results of such comparison. The values for Q = Q(T ) are those from the previous example added here as a benchmark. We note that the values of the heat source were closer between the two angle-dependent cases than to the values of heat source dependent only on temperature. Nevertheless, a clear decline in the accuracy of the transmission conditions with the introduction of the link to the spatial coordinates cannot be unnoticed. At the same time, once the heat source does depend on the coordinate ϕ, the precision of the results does not seem to be influenced by an additional dependence on the temperature.
Almost circular interphase examples
In order to investigate the effect the geometry, or, to be precise, the curvature of the interphase boundaries (which, may one bear in mind, we assumed to be small) has on the imperfect interface approach, we considered a series of examples where the centre line is still a circle while the boundaries are only close to circular, as described by (31) . Their curvature increases with the growth of the parameter n, thus allowing us to see the importance of our assumption by juxtaposing analogous numerical examples for which only the value of n varies. We therefore took the same parameter values for all the calculations as described in Subsection3.1 for the circular case. The latter corresponds to the n = 0 instance, which we add to the forthcoming numerical results as a benchmark. The other instances considered include n = 1, 5, 10 (see Fig.3 ).
Figure 3: The domains with almost circular highly conductive interphases (n = 0, 1, 5, 10)
As was explained for the angle-dependent cases, these examples cannot be reduced to a one-dimensional formulation. Therefore, we could not evaluate the exact analytical solution either to the original problem or to the simplified one with the imperfect interface, and thus had to contend with the numerical solution from COMSOL, which proved to be sufficiently accurate in case n = 0. We then used the indirect ways of transmission conditions verification, described in Subsections3.2.2-3.2.3, to test the precision in these examples.
Verification of transmission conditions for the almost circular interphases
The first way of transmission conditions verification is through substituting the COMSOL solutions into the transmission conditions and calculating the errors via formulae (32) (33) . The first two columns of Table5, δT C 1 and δT C 2 , contain the evaluated errors. It can be clearly seen how increasing the curvature of the interphase boundaries causes a fairly radical decline in the precision. 0.06 0.11 Table 5 : Precision of the transmission conditions, verified by substituting into them the COMSOL solution, as well as the precision of the data evaluated through the transmission conditions from the COMSOL solution)
Physical parameters along the boundaries of the interphase
Our observation is confirmed by the second way of transmission conditions verification, i.e. substitution of the COMSOL solution at one boundary into the conditions and evaluating T and q at the other boundary. The relative errors of such values in comparison with the COMSOL-calculated ones, for the lack of the exact analytical solution, are given in columns 3-6 of Table5. These once again demonstrate the increase of error with the increase of boundary curvature. For further evidence, Fig.4a-6d with the plots of the calculated values are provided.
We also noted the greater accuracy in all the considered examples of the results at the outer boundary as opposed to the inner one. Our hypothesis is that this is due to the overly refined mesh in the region, which goes in line with a similar effect of the mesh we described while dealing with an interphase with low thermal conductivity [3] . Other than this, however, the mesh did not produce a noticeable effect on the accuracy of the results.
Conclusions and discussion
This work was aiming at obtaining transmission conditions that could successfully replace a thin highly conductive interphase in a numerical model, which was achieved for layers of circular and almost circular shape (granted that the centre line remains a circle). The validity of such conditions was then thoroughly examined (as one has seen in the numerical examples in Section3). In particular, it can be observed that
• as we expected, the accuracy of the conditions depends on the curvature of the interphase boundary (by varying the parameter n, which accounts for the curvature, from 0 to 10, we observed that the relative error deteriorated from 3.9% to 15.1%). This means that for layers with greater curvature further analysis would be necessary;
• the physical characteristics of the interphase also play their role in the validity of the approach. Introducing an additional dependence of the heat source on spatial coordinates, namely, the angle ϕ, led to a decline in the precision of the transmission conditions, which again calls for further analysis;
• there are two different ways to use the transmission conditions, taking either the values at the interphase boundaries or at its centre line. This has little influence on the accuracy of the solution, so one can choose whichever way, depending on the desired continuity of the solution. [6] Borhan, A., Gromada, M., Samoila, P., Gherca, D., 2016. Fabrication and characterization of cubic Ba 0.5 Sr 0.5 Co 0.8 Fe 0.2 O 3 − β perovskite for a
